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Christmas french nails ideas

Getty Images 1 Botanically red leaves and flowers make a brown manicure more festive. With a thin nail pen and some practice, you can get this manicure at home. SHOP GOLD NAIL PEN 2 Gold Orbs Spruce up a manicure with some expertly placed gold circles. You can do this with any color, but we love pairing it with a mute green for the parties. SHOP GOLD NAIL CIRCLES 3 Starry Glitter Ombré This
brilliant ombré manicure has tons of sparkle — and stellar decals help take you to the next level. SHOP SILVER STAR DECALS 4 Candy Cane Lane Make your fingers look like abstract canes with a squealed red and white design. SHOP NAIL ART KIT 5 Minimalist green tips from Diagonal Verde add some sugar and seasoning to a regular nude manicure. A little duct tape makes it easy for DIY. SHOP
GREEN POLISH 6 Brown and French Rose Manicure French manicure French manicures are huge now, but unlike the French manis of the past, you can change things. Try a dark red tip and a pink gum base for a fun view of the classic. SHOP GUIDE STRIPS 7 Shades of Red There is nothing more classic than a red mani. For a fun twist, try to paint your nails each a different shade of red. For a cool
ombré effect, go from the dark to the light. RED POLISH SHOP 8 Multi-Starred Nude Star light, shining star! This manicure has bright and hand-drawn stars, so you don't have to choose between the two. SHOP SILVER GLITTER 9 Gold Star Contours For softer stars, try this delicate manicure. Contours of golden stars are subtle but festive. DELICATE SHOP NAILS 10 Tips of Golden Glitter The easiest
way to pack a punch with your manicure? Add some gold to the tips. SHOP GOLD GLITTER 11 Poinsettia Party Nail You know it's Christmas when someone puts a poinsettia on the table. Channel the festive flower through a party fingernail — keep the rest of your fingertips red to make it burst. SHOP CHRISTMAS NAIL STICKERS 12 Edgy Plaid Chess may be one of the most classic winter patterns, but
there are still new ways to use it. Fiery chess pops keep this manicure interesting. BUY CHECKERED NAIL STICKERS 13 Ice Blue These nails look like broken ice in a glazed lake. As real as you can imagine, this manicure is for a winter queen. SHOP HOLOGRAPHIC NAIL SEQUINS 14 Wavy Stripes Curved, Christmas color stripes are elegant and subtle. With a thin brush, you can try this at home—just
be sure to give each wave time to dry before moving on to the next one. SHOP NAIL BRUSH 15 Red Diagonal Tips 16 Christmas Leaves 17 Tinsel Tips Is your favorite part of decorating a Christmas tree when you space it with garnish? With elegant silver cuts, you can use your favorite Christmas decoration on your nails. SHOP NAIL 18 Polin red enamel multidimensional pearly is a Christmas staple. Kick
it a notch by adding pops of multicolored glitter. SHOP NAIL CONFETTI 19 Blizzard Nails With glitter stains large and small and some snowflakes of choice, these nails make us dream of a white Christmas. Store Store SNOWFLAKE 20 Pop of Red STICKERS For minimalists among us, a small half-moon of metallic red keeps your nails in the spirit without sacrificing your aesthetics. RED POLISH METAL
SHOP 21 Evergreen Tips While a manicure may not be eternal, this deep hunter shadow is certainly always green. Pine trees with watercolor bring these nails to life. You can achieve this design with thin nail brushes (and a little patience). SHOP THIN NAIL BRUSH 22 Golden Night Sky These golden nails are the definition of luxurious. Star and moon decals help make them even more festive. SHOP
STAR STICKERS 23 Subtle Snowflakes Used for neutral and unsafe nails on adding Christmas glam? Add some super subtle glitter and tiny snowflakes to a nude manicure to keep it simple. POLISH NUDE SHOP 24 Green Swirl A green whirlwind is the last minute Christmas mani. SHOP GREEN POLISH 25 Gift Wrap Party Nail If you're really looking to amplify a red manicure, adding a little sparkle and
a wrapping paper accent is the way to go. SHOP RED GLITTER 26 Holographic tips These holographic gradient nails are bright and subtle. If you don't want bulky glitter, these fine glitter particles reflect light. HOLOGRAPHIC SHOP SILVER POLISH 27 Green with Golden Accents Is there anything more Christmasy than a deep forest green? Shiny golden ribbons make this manicure perfect for opening
gifts. BUY DARK GREEN POLISH 28 Geometric Green and Classic Red Christmas colors don't have to be boring. This geometry-inspired manicure is anything but — negative space and thin gold lines complete this look. SHOP GUIDE TAPE 29 Mixed metal Do not be afraid to mix metals. The lightweight metallics complement each other perfectly, and half moon of negative space keeps this mani
interesting. BUY MUTED BRASS CORLETIÃO 30 Metallic Moons Combine your mani with the weather with snow-white nails. Silver yoshes elevate that simple look. SHOP WHITE POLISH 31 Subtle Red Tips Want to try a twist on a French manicure but don't want to make too much of a statement? Super thin lines and nude polish make this French mani discreet. SHOP THIN LINE TOOL 32 Red Gradient
We love this red mani that packs a bit of extra drama. This gradient looks better with longer nails - we love the almond shape here. STORE GRADIENT TOOL 33 Starry Night Sheer nude nails will always be chic. Small golden stars and lunar decals make them suitable at Christmas. SHOP SHEER NUDE POLISH 34 Pink and Blue Even if it's Christmas, you don't need to limit your color palette. This pink
mani is complemented with blue and just a hint of red - but small Christmas trees keep it seasonal. SHOP LIGHT PINK POLISH 36 Santa Claws Take a suggestion from Mr. Claus himself with red and white nails. A half white moon causes Discreet nails belike everyone's favorite Christmas hat. SHOP CLASSIC RED POLISH 37 Matte Metallics will always be a favorite texture of nail art enthusiasts, but you
can add even more contrast by adding metallic tips to one Mani. Try emerald green for the holidays. SHOP MATTE TOP COAT 38 Foil Accents Ornaments are not just for your tree. This year, decorate your nails with foil that makes them look like your cutest ornament. SHOP GOLD FOIL 40 Snowglobe We can't take our eyes off this blue-hued design. Complete with black snowflake and silver dots, it looks
like a bright snowfall. NAIL DOTTOOLS 41 Green marble nails are having a moment, but don't need to be soft colors like white and gray. These marble tips in green tones are festive and beautiful. BUY MARBLING NAIL POLISH 42 Snow White If you love a basic white manicure but want to make it more fun for parties, just add some diamond decals. Arrange them however you want, or follow this photo for
inspiration. SHOP NAIL CRYSTALS 43 Gift Wrap Fingers Is It Your Favorite Part of Unwrapping Christmas Gifts? Make your nails look like your favorite wrapping paper with matte and red chess. SHOP NAIL ART PENS 44 Multi-Statement Glam If you really can't decide on just one design, get five different statement nails. There are glitter, foil, tiny and simple decals - basically everything you could ask for.
HOLOGRAPHIC SHOP SNOWFLAKE STICKERS 45 Christmas Tree Accents There's no need to shake these! Create a winter wonderland on your nail beds with miniature trees and golden accents. SHOP MUTED GREEN POLISH This content is created and maintained by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content in piano.io 1 of 42 Santa Claus If Santa Claus is your favorite person on vacation, check out the tutorial from nail artist Megan to recreate this exact look on your own red nails. Don't you have a steady hand? There are nail wraps that can help you. SHOP NAIL WRAPS 2 of 42 Christmas Grab Bag 3 from 42 Forest Green &amp; Gold 4 of 42 Christmas Tartan The iconic tartan chess
combines two Christmas colors for a preppy, chic and cozy holiday manicure. Don't worry if you can't draw straight lines like the nail artist Emma did here - there are nail stickers for that. NAIL STICKERS SHOP 5 of 42 neon lights instead of going with traditional red, green or even gold nail polish — enlarge the color of your Christmas nails with neon string lights, modeled by Kawaii Klaws. SHOP NEON
POLISH SET 6 of 42 Weather Bet Shoe Keeper you didn't think you could get that cozy shirt look on your Christmas nails. Paired with a festive red accent nail, this look by nail artist Ilia Enid hits all the cozy notes. PRESS IN THE MOUTH 7 of 42 Winter Bling This year, celebrate Christmas in full glam, rocking neutral nail colors decorated with jewellery and golden accents that were inspired by this look by
nail artist Enid.SHOP NAIL JEWELS 10 42 Christmas Greenery If neutral nails are your go-to, take a hint from Jones, who added some Christmas green on a blush pink base to create a chic and subtle manicure. SHOP NAIL STRIPS 11 de de Tree Lights Here, Jones demonstrates how multicolored Christmas lights can illuminate a creamy neutral glaze. SHOP NAIL DECALS 13 of 42 Christmas Llama 14
of 42 Christmas Trees Stephanie has added Christmas trees (which join easily using a stencil) against a beautiful starry sunset setting, but you can choose any basic polishing color combination you like best for your nails. SHOP TREE STENCIL 15 from 42 Accent Nail Try by putting your own spin on this adorable Rudolph the art of Red-Nosed Rena's nails by Stephanie with the help of a simple-to-use
stencil. SHOP REINDEER STENCIL 18 of 42 Abstract Holly Green Instead of going for a classic Christmas manicure, add a chic holly green design on a nail (or two) as Henson did here for artistic talent. SHOP NAIL WRAPS 19 of 42 Moose &amp; Snowflakes Stay in the holiday mood with a mix of winter nail designs that match well as the gosiapio nail artist did with snowflakes and moose. For simplicity,
opt for nail presses. SHOP PRESS-ON NAILS 20 from 42 Abstract Red &amp; Green Use this abstract look of nail artist @longnailtales as inspiration for your own easy DIY Christmas manicure. Just slip into some red and green nail polish, and finish with color dots of your choice that you can make using the cottonless end of a Q-tip.SHOP POLISH 21 of 42 Deep Winter Colors If you generally like to go
with darker colors in winter, nail artist Stephanie El Habach shows you how to add a matte top coat (and maybe some golden shine) to your manicure will give you a chic and sophisticated look. SHOP TOP COAT 22 of 42 Candy Swirls 23 of 42 Festive Dots 24 of 42 Hanging Ornaments 25 of 42 Winter Wonderland SitcomS If you dream of a white Christmas every year, you can at least make it happen on
your nails, just like nail artist Jacqui did here. To make it even easier, opt for press-ons. SHOP PRESS-ON NAILS 26 from 42 Christmas Swirl This marble Christmas nail art from Rocket Fuel Nails uses classic red, green and holographic silver to create this fun patterned look that you can experience at home. SHOP NAIL BRUSH 29 of 42 Christmas Kittens The Super Rad Nail Sisters, a boutique beauty
salon in Australia, have created this Christmas Kitties look for all cat lovers this holiday season. Don't worry, you don't need detailed skills to do a similar manicure at home if you lean on nail stickers. 42 Minnie Mouse Mouse SHOP 30 NAIL STICKERS
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